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DANCING ON
BY LAURA HUNT ANGEL

I

’ve never been much of a
social animal. Until high
school, most of the “parties”
I’d attended involved family or
church. The closest to a real
party that I can recall took
place shortly after the sister
we call Neanie married. She
and her husband, an electrical
engineer, invited our family
to a fancy dress-up affair at
their home. Daddy called it a
shindig.
I was a young teen at the
time and still not interested
in boys. However, a visiting
soldier (not my soldier) invited
me to dance. Neanie insisted,
so I reluctantly agreed. After
tr ying to play matchmaker
between me and the preacher’s
son, I would’ve thought
she’d give up, but she is hard
headed. Throughout the song I
kept telling the soldier that he
was dancing too close to me.
Once was enough. I headed
toward the cake and punch and
then to the T.V. room.
Mama, on the other hand,
enjoyed dancing. When she
was a girl, Mama had a friend
named Pollie Barnes whose
father ran a restaurant and
bar in Nortonville. During the
week on their way home from
school, Mama and Pollie would
stop off at the restaurant and
practice dancing the Jitterbug
until the evening crowd started
showing up. On more than
one occasion, people who have
found out who my mother was
have told me they remember
her dancing as a girl.
Even after she was a grown
woman with a house full of
children, Mama still held on to
her dancing shoes. She kept
them on the floor of her closet
and would let me get them out
and tromp around the house
in the dainty high heels. There
were several pairs, all ver y
fancy looking and totally unlike
my ver y practical mother.
Sometimes, she would get out
the picture albums and show
Jennifer Beals, star of the 1983 movie, Flashdance.
me photos of her and Daddy
from back in the forties. Even
in the old black and whites, I
could tell Mama was wearing
dark red lipstick, and through
the haze of cigarette smoke
she looked like a movie star.
Of course, this was long before
Mama and Daddy started
going to church.

credit Pinterest

THE RECIPES
Whether your New Year’s
plans include a rambunctious
crowd or a quiet evening
at home, a few welcoming
appetizers should be part of the
fun. Here are several fuss-free
options; choose a couple or
make them all. They are filling
enough for winter appetites,
but by keeping the ingredients
simple and fresh you can avoid
any over-indulged holiday guilt.

GRACEFULLY UNDERSTATED
As I grew older, I realized
that I didn’t have a drop of
Mama’s glamor in me. Nearly
all of my clothes were early ’70s
hand-me-downs from my sister,
Gina, who had married several
years earlier. I specifically
remember inheriting a pair of
wide-legged blue-and-red plaid
seersucker trousers. Once I
wore them to marching band
practice and felt ever yone,
including our band leader,
staring incredulously at me
the entire time. Finding myself
at the tail of six girls, I didn’t
own many new things. I did
like the orange bell-bottomed
corduroys, though.
One of the last school
dances I attended took place
in our high school gymnasium,
and I went only because
several of my friends were
going. I spotted a classmate,
Belinda, at the back of the
gym doing a wild, skipping
dance that was called the
Pony. She demonstrated the
dance several times but tr y
as I might, I never caught on.
I gave up and settled in the
corner next to another friend,
Pam, who promptly ignored
me and took up with a boy.
Never in my life have I ever
seen anyone kiss as long as the
two of them. The whole time I
kept thinking that her braces
must make kissing for that
long ver y painful, but it didn’t
seem to bother her at all.
Bored, I wandered back to
the floor and improvised my
own dance, which is difficult
to describe. It was a series
of wide steps interspersed

I eventually learned that not
ever yone likes going to loud
parties or dancing and found
my own niche. Our group
enjoyed band, art and what we
termed deep discussions. We
read books and did not cheat
on our geometr y homework.
We wore glasses. We were the
geeks.
As the last night of 1980
approached we decided to
get together for a party at
Robin’s house in what I called
the suburbs. Her mother was
not there, but we cleared it
with her and each of our own
parents before hand. I even
asked Mama if I could have
a sip of champagne when
midnight came. She said yes,
as long as we didn’t get in
Robin’s car and go anywhere.
We made appetizers
— microwave popcorn and La
Choy mini egg rolls — and
gathered around Robin’s
television set to watch the
year in review. As we watched
clips of kids solving Rubik’s
cube and replays of the failed
Iran hostage rescue, we
pondered the year to come.
It was our last year of high
school. Soon, we would all
head off in different directions
like scattered buckshot. We
wondered where we would be
in a year. Robin cried. Then we
ordered pizza.
In the tumultuous year to
come the world would face
big changes, too. The Iran
hostage crisis would finally
be resolved. Solidarity was
taking hold in Poland. Reagan
would sur vive an assassination
attempt, but Anwar el Sadat
would not. And one spring
day I would come home from
school to find my future
husband, my soldier, sitting at
the kitchen table visiting my
Mama.
In the years between then
and now children have come
along, jobs have changed, and
we have each moved along the
paths set before us. Our first
gray hairs are well behind us.
Most are discovering the joy of
grandparenting and thinking
ahead toward retirement. And
though we’re getting closer
to qualifying for our senior
discounts, there is still plenty
time for another crazy dance
or two.

BACON WRAPPED
PINEAPPLE BITES
We loved these so much that the
next time we have these I plan on
wrapping pineapple spears with a
whole piece of bacon. To make up
for that I promise to serve them with
a plain salad. To avoid a soggy party
platter use fresh pineapple for these
tasty tidbits.
12 slices thick cut apple wood
smoked bacon
36 bite sized pineapple cubes
1/2 cup brown sugar
credit Laura Hunt Angel
36 wooden picks
Cheery-cheese stuffed tomatoes and succulent bacon-wrapped pineapple add freshness and flavor to any
Cover a large baking sheet with
party scene.
foil and spray it lightly with non-stick
spray. (If you wish, place a rack over
with a sort of twirl. I began
to get out of the way of my
yellow and lavender flowers.
the foil to bake the appetizers on to
the twirl by sticking one leg
flailing form, one by one my
I did, however, manage to get
catch the grease. I didn’t, and it
out, bending it at the knee
friends wandered to other
new shoes, a pair of strappy
worked out fine.) Preheat the oven to
and spinning backward. It
parts of the dance floor.
platform sandals in ivor y pearl. 375 degrees F.
resembled a figure skater’s
Despite my stunning lack
I diplomatically sat out the
Cut the bacon into thirds; pour
Salchow, but in tennis shoes.
of dancing skills, I said yes
faster dances so as to avoid
the brown sugar into a small shallow
bowl. For each appetizer, wrap a
In retrospect, it’s probably
when an older boy from our
undue embarrassment. The
piece of bacon around a piece of
a good thing that the movie
church asked me to his senior dress was bad enough.
pineapple, then dip the top of the
Flashdance wouldn’t come out prom. I had hoped for a new
appetizer into the brown sugar.
for several more years. I don’t
dress, but money was tight,
THE SOCIAL SCENE
Secure each with a wooden pick and
know that any of us would
so I was relegated to Gina’s
Our high school was pretty
place it on the prepared baking
have actually benefited from
closet once again. I ended up
typical of the late ’70s. There
sheet.
copying Jennifer Beals’ moves, wearing her old prom dress,
were the bullies and the
Bake for 20-25 minutes or until
but if I’d tried anything like
which was by then five years
popular cliques, but most of us the bacon is crispy and browned.
that somebody would have
out of date. It had shear, puffy were just regular kids hanging Serve warm. Makes 36 appetizers.

ended up in the ER. Whether
embarrassed or simply tr ying

sleeves and a bodice that
was punctuated with large

out with other regular kids.
Though admittedly a little late,
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Santa Claus operates through magic

Y

es, Virginia, there is a
the toy production now is done
Santa Claus, and he knows under license from the regular
physics.
toy companies, so the elves can
I’ve heard an
build things kids ask
argument from certain
for, like Playstations or
kids who think it’s not
Legos, without getting
cool to believe in magic,
into legal trouble.
that Santa Claus can’t
However, Santa has
be real because of all
one of the largest IT
the logistical issues
departments in the
involved in providing
world, and many of
toys to ever y kid in the
the elves these days
MICHAEL J.
world on one night. Bah!
are busy ordering toys
HOWARD online from regular
Humbug! He can, and
I’ll tell you how.
manufacturers. Doing
First off, Santa doesn’t have ordering this way helps with
to go to ever y dwelling on the
toy storage and distribution,
planet. Santa is only on duty
because Santa can have things
for about half of the world’s
delivered to distribution
population. Most of the rest of
centers all over the world
humanity relies on alternative
where he can stop and refill
methods for the deliver y of
the sleigh. Carr ying toys for a
love, gifts and goodwill at
billion kids all at once would
various times of the year. The
obviously be ver y difficult.
human population of the Earth With computers, barcode
is now about 7.5 billion people, scanners, robotic inventor y
so 3.75 billion of those are in
control and advance logistical
Santa’s area of responsibility.
management, Santa has
Santa is, as we know, primarily been able to expand his toy
interested in kids, and of that
distribution capacity to keep up
3.75 billion, roughly a billion
with growing demand.
are kids. So Santa doesn’t have
Being one of the elves
to visit 7.5 billion people in one these days requires education.
night — he only has to visit
Santa now has computer
about a billion. If the average
programmers, graphic
number of kids per household
designers, all kinds of
(worldwide) is about 2.5, that
engineers, chemists, physicists,
means he only has to hit about accountants, logistics
400 million different homes.
specialists, medical elves
That is, obviously, way easier
and a host of other high-tech
than 7.5 billion different stops. elves to go along with all the
I’ve also heard about the
artists, craftsmen, carpenters,
problems of toy manufacturing warehouse workers, machine
capacity at the North Pole
operators, food ser vice elves,
headquarters. This is,
clerical workers and on and
indeed, an issue. Back in the
on. So, as you see, Santa isn’t
day, Santa could handle toy
any longer just a toy maker —
manufacturing in-house, using he’s the CEO of a large,
his elfin labor force, but times, technologically advanced toy
as we know, change, and they
distribution and manufacturing
changed at the North Pole, just network.
as they did ever ywhere else.
Now, for the big problem
Where the economy of the
those smarty-britches people
North Pole used to be based
always bring up to cast doubt
solely on toy manufacturing,
on Santa. This is, of course, the
it’s now diversified to include
problem of speed. Usually, they
a ver y large ser vice-based
start with the whole population
component. There is still,
of the Earth because they
obviously, a substantial
haven’t done their research.
amount of toy-making going
They say something like, “if
on in Santa’s facilities. As toys
Santa was to visit ever yone
have gotten more modern, of
in the world in one day, he
course, their manufacturing
would have to visit over
has evolved to keep up. Most of 90,000 people ever y second,”
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CHEESE STUFFED
CHERRY TOMATOES
These are like yummy
little grilled cheese
sandwiches without the
bread. Admittedly, seeding
and stuing the tomatoes
is a bit tedious, but when
done each little fruit is like a
bite-sized grilled cheese and
tomato soup combo. The
original recipe from Bloglovin’
calls for bacon, olive oil and
bread crumbs, but I wanted
something a little lighter so
I omitted these. For extra
kick, I chose a jalapenohabanero laced cheese. For
larger appetizers try Compari
tomatoes. The amounts
given are for 40 cherry-sized
appetizers.
1 lb large cherry tomatoes
(35-40 tomatoes)
1 ¼ cup shredded pepper
jack cheese
Preheat the broiler on high.
For easy clean up, line a baking sheet with foil.
Using a sharp paring knife
or small melon baller, scoop
out the insides of each
tomato, leaving a shell. Lay
the scooped-out tomatoes
cut side down on paper
towels to drain for a few
minutes. Fill each of the
shells with the cheese and

place them, cheese side up,
on the baking sheet. Broil
six inches from heat for about
two to three minutes; watch
closely to prevent tomatoes
from burning. Let cool
five minutes before serving.
Makes 35-40 small appetizers.

MEXICAN STREET
CORN DIP
There are several versions
of this recipe loating around,
some of which call it a
salad and others a relish. It
also makes a perfect little
appetizer when used as a
illing for scoop style tortilla
chips. Frozen cut corn
saves the time and trouble
of grilling and cutting it
yourself, but if you wish to
grill fresh corn for this dish
it will take about six ears. I
prefer authentic Mexican
crema for this recipe, but
many people use ordinary
mayonnaise.
4 cups frozen corn
½ cup crumbled cojita
cheese
½ cup Mexican crema or
mayonnaise
Juice of 1 lime (about 2
tablespoons)
½ teaspoon chile powder
2 cloves (2 teaspoons)
minced garlic
1 jalapeno, chopped ine
½ cup red onion, diced small
¼ chopped cup cilantro
Kosher salt and fresh black
pepper to taste
Heat a non-stick skillet on
high until hot. Add the corn

which is 7.5 billion people
this North Pole thing. The
(total population of the world)
North Pole is located on the
divided by 86,400 (number of
ice floating in the middle of
seconds in a day). Well, first
the Arctic Ocean. It’s not
off, we’ve already determined
land, like where the South
that he only has to visit about
Pole is in Antarctica. The
a billion kids who live in 400
North Pole is not a good place
million houses, so he actually
to build a highly-advanced
only has to stop at about 4,600
manufacturing and information
homes ever y second, which
technology operation. So,
is obviously much easier to do
the smarty-britches peoples
than 90,000. This goes to show are saying that all of that is
that it’s ver y important to do
just more reasons why Santa
your preliminar y research so
can’t be real. But they are, of
you get the right information
course, wrong. They are wrong
before you start tr ying to come because Santa is magic.
up with answers. You have
Magic? I can hear the
to know if you can trust the
smarty-britches brigade
information people tell you.
from here! “There’s no such
Sometimes, they’re wrong.
thing as magic!,” they are are
Like the smarty-britches kids
hollering. Nonsense. There is
who tr y to say Santa isn’t real
magic everywhere! It’s just a
because he would have to visit matter of perception. Arthur C.
90,000 people
Clarke, one of the
a second on
creative and
Magic? I can hear the most
Christmas Eve.
imaginative writers
smarty-britches
While it’s
of the twentieth
obviously easier
century, wrote that
brigade from here!
to stop at 4,600
“any sufficiently
“There’s no such
homes a second,
thing as magic!,” they advanced
rather than
technology is indisare are hollering.
90,000, it’s still a
tinguishable from
pretty tall order.
magic,” and he was
Nonsense. There is
In fact, we’ve
You know
magic everywhere! right.
already talked
that a cellphone
It’s just a matter
about things like
is just the result
of perception.
momentum and
of good design
inertia in other
and advanced
columns that would make
engineering coming together
starting and stopping the
to make a very useful piece of
sleigh that many times in one
technology that we use every
second pretty hard. The sleigh day. I bet if you showed that
would be pretty heavy, even
phone to someone who lived
with regular refills being done
in a primitive village in the
at the distribution centers, and middle of the jungle, he would
it would take a lot of energy
know that it was magic. For that
to stop and start it 4,600 times
matter, if you could go back in
a second. Fortunately, Santa
time to about the year 1900 and
doesn’t have to deal with that,
show that phone to someone
because he isn’t stuck with the in New York City, they would
same limitations we are.
probably think it was magic,
We’ve already talked about
too.
his high-tech operation.
Santa is magic because Santa
There is also the fact that he
has learned to use physics
is several hundred years old,
in ways the rest of us haven’t
as we reckon time, so there
figured out, yet. The reason
is something going on there,
Santa can visit 4,600 houses
as well. How about the North
in what we see as one second
Pole headquarters? Santa’s
and the reason that we don’t
operation is huge. How come
see his workshop is that he
nobody sees it? A corporate
isn’t restricted to just the three
campus that big, even if it
dimensions (length, width and
was at the North Pole, would
depth) that we’re restricted to
be hard to miss. And about
in the universe we live in.

There is now a really
interesting hypothesis in
physics that there is not just
one universe — there are an
infinite number of universes,
called the multiverse. The
different universes in the
multiverse exist in parallel with
each other, and time and space
are just slightly different from
one parallel universe to the
next. For instance, the second
we are currently living in in our
universe might be one second
ago in one parallel universe
and one second from now in
another. Time is not locked
from universe to universe, so
theoretically, you could stay
in the same moment in time
if you could just move from
one universe to another that
is just slightly shifted in time.
Obviously, Santa has figured
this out. By moving between
universes, he has all the time
he needs to get from one house
to the next. His headquarters
is, indeed, at the North Pole,
but it’s at the North Pole in one
of the parallel universes, so we
can’t see it. Problem solved!
So, for all those kids
(including the older ones) who
are beginning to doubt the
existence of Santa Claus or
of magic, in general, because
it doesn’t make sense, I say
you might want to rethink you
arguments. What we humans
know is just a tiny, tiny speck
of what there is to know. Just
because we can’t understand
it or even imagine it doesn’t
mean it doesn’t exist. As
long as something doesn’t
violate the laws of physics,
it’s possible, and the distance
from possible to magical isn’t
ver y far at all, sometimes.
And if that’s not enough of
an argument for you, how
about this — the world is a
ver y much more beautiful,
wondrous place with magic in
it than without. That should be
reason enough to believe.
Michael J. Howard, Ph.D., is
the vice president for education
and research at Baptist Health
Madisonville. He can be reached by
email at madisonvillescience@gmail.
com or via Twitter at @madville_sci.

and cook it, tossing as
needed, until it is slightly
charred, eight to 10 minutes.
Place the corn in a large
bowl. In a separate bowl,
combine the remaining
ingredients; stir the cheese
mixture into the corn. Serve
immediately. Serves six as a
side dish or about 40 tortilla
appetizers.

Sweet
cherries
dipped in
white
chocolate
and sugar
sprinkles
dress up a
New Year’s
Eve bufet.

WHITE CHOCOLATE
DIPPED CHERRIES

credit Laura
Hunt Angel

These little gems are
an idea from from Simple
Provisions and look like tiny
Christmas ornaments. Their
bite size will satisfy a sweet
tooth without the heaviness
of a full-sized dessert. Remove
the pits before letting little
ones bite in.
4 cups whole, fresh sweet
cherries
1 cup white chocolate chips
1 tablespoon coconut oil
Sugar cookie decorations
(i.e., colored sugar, nonpareils, or sprinkles)
Rinse the cherries and dry
them on a paper towel; leave
the stems on. Place the
chocolate and coconut oil in
a small, microwavable bowl
and heat it in the microwave
on high at 30-second
intervals until it can be
stirred smooth. Pour the
cookie decorations into small
bowls. Dip each cherry in the
chocolate and then in the
decorations. Set on waxed
paper until chocolate has
firmed up. Refrigerate
leftovers.

Answer :
PROVEN
LENGTH
COOKIE
ENGULF MODEST
ENGINE
He gave them the handmade
clock at that moment because
there was —

NO TIME LIKE
THE PRESENT
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